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Nineties theme steals show
'Flashback dinner theater' a big hit with students, Ribeau
By Stephanie Guigou
ASSISTANT PULSE EDITOR

M.C. Hammer rapped, "U Can't
Touch This" 16 years ago. But
after senior Marcus Simpsons
energetic revival of the 90s hit
last weekend, the 300-person audience may believe that
Hammer was talking about the
up-beat dinner theater they
were experiencing.
After 26 performances of
90s TV show reenactments,
pop star impersonations, and
old-school dancing, the dinner
theater in the Union Ballroom
proved to be untouchable. An
impromptu audience singalong to the Fresh Prince of
Bel-air theme and a closing

speech by President Sidney
Ribeau added to the evening's
freshness.
Although it was the 18th year
of the Center for Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives's production, the "90s Soul" theme
gave Friday and Saturday evening a new spin with a more
recent blast into the past.
"This year is special because
people were alive In the 90s."
said Tierncy Grayson. senior,
since In the past years the
themes were 70s or 80s soul.
Junior lontae Pratt's favorite act was the music video
"Remember the Time" reenactment, which was complete
with Egyptian costumes and a

Colleen Redmond ~>V.v

Colleen Redmond BG News

TEARIN' UP MY HEART: Freshman Nathan Olmeda, a vocal music education major, performs as a member
of *NSync, singing to his screaming fans Shevonne Clark, in red. and Shameeka Craig, in white.

GenEd Productions
to bring all majors
together for series
Creative students of any major
have the opportunity to share
talents and ideas with a new
organization on campus.
GenEd
Productions is
designed "to be on the creative, narrative aspect of production," said Steve Hildreth,
junior and founder. GenEd
Productions was officially
established this January but
has been a work in progress
since November 2005 Hildreth
said.
Hildreth describes the goal
of GenEd Productions as giving students experience in a
more professional environment for when they prepare
to get a job in the professional
world. He said GenEd productions wants to bring together
the different departments,
such as film, telecommunications and digital arts, as a
way to provide more production opportunities for students, outside of WBGU and
Videobank.
GenEd Productions is in the
organization stages, but is currently assembling its first proj-

ect, GenEd, a sitcom based on
college life.
"Steve is a very committed
and confident person, and I
have a lot of faith in him to follow through on something like
GenEd," said Max Eberle, who
is a senior at the University
and vice president of GenEd
Productions.
"We want it to be a really collaborative process," and "create opportunities for people,"
said Beth Wayton, sophomore
and president of the organization. This is an opportunity
for all students, regardless of
major, she said.
Eberle is supportive of the
concept that GenEd is made
for students with varying
educational backgrounds. He
describes the organization as

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

The gentle brown eyes of a dog,
soft rhythmic purr of a cat, or
cute twitching of a bunny's
nose may all seem like soothing sights to come home to, but
not everyone thinks that all students mix well with animals.
"It kinda depends on the
person ... if they're responsible," said junior Alyssa Brown.
"Because some students will
have animals and then have
parties and give their dog beer
or something.., and some people are never Ihomel."
Brown is the president of a
volunteer organization that
works lor the Humane Society
called "Friends of the Humane
Society."

SeanPierson BGNevn
TRUTH BE TOLD: Senior Sara Moore. IPC major and member of
Alpha Phi, was revealed to be Frieda Falcon at the basketball
game Saturday by friend Allison Sproul.
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The organization helps raise
money for die I lumane Society
through fund raising events
that they organize and they also
volunteer their time at the shelter for anything it needs, such
as walking the dogs or working
with the animals.
Brown said that the shelter is
very picky about who they allow
to adopt animals because many
students do not consider the
time consuming and financial
elements that come with owning a pet.
"Nonnally the shelter docs
not allow college students to
adopt animals... die reason lor
diis is because too many times
students are unable to care for
their animals or they are not
allowed to have an animal,"
Brown said. "The shelter has to
call the place you live at. If you
do not own the home/apan-

IRAN TALKS NUCLEAR IN
RUSSIA: Iran's Foreign Minister
Manouchehr Mottaki says Iran
could accept Russian proposals to
move uranium enrichment if "certain provisions were met"; PAGE 10
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Humane Society
selective in who they
let adopt animals

GenEd Productions is looking tor
two lead female parts and two
lead male parts lot an upcoming
television sitcom. GenEd. Auditions
will be held in 411 South Hall this
Wednesday and Thursday from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m., and Friday from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. Auditions will be
videotaped, and callbacks will be
on Monday, Feb. 27 between 6 p.m
and 9 p.m.

REPORTER

Downloaders beware — using
peer-to-peer programs like
Umewire and Kazaa is like sending an open invitation from your
computer to a swarm of spyware
and viruses.
That's just one of the dangers
of Internet file sharing die members of Download l.egal — a new
anti-piracy group formed by college students across the country
earlier this month — want you to
know about.
"What a lot of students don't
know is all of those programs contain spyware," Brooklyn Burgess,
founder and executive director of
, Download legal, said. "It allows
them to track every single Web
site you go to. not to mention, it
opens up your computer for all
kinds of vi ru sis.
Burgess, a third-year law student at the University of Alabama,
started Download l,egal hoping
to educate students on all of the
ramifications — both legal and
personal — of file sharing.
But despite the damage filesharing programs can ravage
on a computer. Burgess said the
primary reason she founded
Download Legal and its Web
site downloadlegal.org was out
of a concern for property rights
— and how illegal downloading
can negatively affect emerging
artists.
"It makes it harder for new artists to make it in the music indus-

Students and pets
don't always mix

BE-HEADED

OPEN CASTING CALL

By Nikki Jardine

By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER

NINETIES, PAGE 11

DO YOU REMEMBER: Sophomore Edmund McDougle and freshman
Lasharay Scott reinact a Michael Jackson video.

New group to
create sitcom

Student anti-piracy
group: downloading
increases virus risk

spinning Michael lackson.
"I remember turning to VH1
and waiting lor the video to
come on," she said.
The flashback dinner theater
is one the biggest productions
the Center for Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives puts
their time into each year, but
the students are the main
performers of the production.
They dedicate their time to
work on their individual acts
throughout the year, before the
rehearsals where it all comes
together.
The rehearsals before the
week of the performances

High:44'
Low: 26'

Snow

High:33"
Low: 17"
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Production opportunities for students

UNMASKED

"We're pretty open-minded people, and
we are more interested in helping people
who are specifically interested than just
specifically helping college kids."

GENED, FROM PAGE 1

an opportunity for students to
participate in a new and innovative project that presents a
challenge, but not to an overwhelming degree.
Film majors are required to
contribute 30 hours to a student production on campus as
a part of their production participation credit. Most productions are for theater students,
according to Wayton.
"We feel that Bowling Green
doesn't have enough opportunities for students to work
On these types of productions," Wayton said. GenF.d
Productions could help provide film students more
opportunities for production
participation.
llildreth is also the treasurer for GenKd Productions and
will be taking on the role of
executive producer and director for GenEd. Wayton will
he a producer and a casting
director with Niki Crowe for

MAX EBERLE, VICE PRESIDENT OF GENED PRODUCTIONS
"something we hope students
can use and gain experience
from, rather than just talking
about it," said Kevin Casey, a
senior and one of the six writers for GenEd. Casey and the
other six writers have been
working on the GenEd project
since late November.
The writers are currently
broken into groups to work on
organizing, compiling their
ideas and getting the story
on paper. Casey said "it's a lot
more difficult than I thought,"
adding that integrating six
different schedules is a challenge.
The time budget is currently
a work in progress for GenEd
Casting is a first priority, with
auditions being held from Feb.
22 to 24. From there, they hope
to have the script, location and
schedule finalized, according
to Kberle. 'They're hoping to

GenEd.
"We have some very talented
writers working on it," Eberle
said. He will be an initial producer for the project, GenF.d.
Genl-d Productions is

SeanPierson BGNews
FREDDIE REVEALED: Alex Wright, senior, was unmasked as one
of two Freddies this year at Saturday's men's basketball game.
Wright is a geography and political science major.

launch the pilot to their series
on Channel 99 before the end
of spring semester.
Telecommunications
instructor lose Cardenas, the
organization's faculty advisor, said "part of the learning
process is just jumping into
the deep end." Cardenas has
positioned himself in the organization as mainly an advisor
to students, who need a professional input.
Cardenas said that when
llildreth proposed the itlea, he
advised llildreth that even if
the series never produced an
end product, at least he would
know about the production
process, liberle said the experience alone will be worth
working with GenEd, even if
it doesn't manifest into something bigger.
Eberle said Cardenas "really
likes hands-on teaching and

letting people feel what it's like
to be doing what they're trying to do, as opposed to just
talking about it." Eberle said
Cardenas is a great person to
have as an advisor because he
will go out of his way to help.
Although there haven't been
official guidelines set, Eberle
said they would be interested
in inquiries from people who
are not University students.
"We're pretty open-minded
people, and we are more interested in helping people who
are interested than just specifically helping college kids,"
liberle said.
"At least in the future, if not
immediately, it would probably be beneficial to us to forge
a link to the community,"
Eberle said.
llildreth had the idea of
becoming a production company/film commission within
the community to help students get as much production
work as possible, Eberle said.
Hildreth said he got the idea
from a TCOM organization
at Ohio University that currently has five scripted shows.
The idea of producing a sitcom
came from Cardenas.

Students volunteer to play, provide temporary homes for animals
PETS. FROM PAGE 1
ment, the shelter will call the
homeowners to make sure you
are allowed to have pets."
However, pel owners like
junior Emily Beeman, who owns
a seven-month-old Australian
Shepard named "Booger" and
also fosters animals for an organization called "Planned I'ctI food' — which is based out of
Swanton but rides solely on foster
homes — believes animals can
have a good effect on students.
"I love having him. he's just
like my kid." Beeman said. "He's
good company, he makes me
happy."
Beeman also admits that owning an animal can be a trying
task hut as long as students know

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353 5800

Visit Online

www.meccab9.com

Management inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
lo*2 Fairviev, A\c
I .*> 2 bdrms / 3 Ixlrm Twnh
I)iihvi Bsher/Oarbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSl Bus Shuttle

what to expect, they should Ix1
okay.
"It's really a big responsibility,
you gotta think about it before
you do it." she said. "It'sa 15-yearconimitment."
However, in her opinion.
Beeman thinks that at the end of
the day, taking care of an animal
is well worth the effort.
"He cheers me up ... he's
tunny and makes me laugh." she
said, adding that she enjoys the

responsibility.
While Beeman agrees that
owning a pet isn't a simple decision, site thinks that if students
are responsible, they should be
able to adopt one.
"I think that if they go through
the proper screening process
and the person looks responsible
enough, they should let them
adopt," she said.
Brown mentioned that occasionally a student gets to adopt,
hut to her knowledge, it isn't
common.
"There are certain situations
where they'll let students adopt
animals," she explained, adding
that graduate students or volunteer students are among the
types of students they may consider.
"But for the most part, I do
not believe the shelter adopts to
students, "she added.
Getting an interview with the
managers of the shelter is also

Julie DiFranco BCN«*s
HOME FOR AWHILE: Stacey Dancsok, senior, plays with her foster dog, Hot Shot. The boxer mix, who is about
two years old. is living with her temporarily until Planned Pethood is able to find him a permanent home.

required before adopting an animal.
"The managers are very selective and have to interview people interested in adopting pets
because they do not want the
pets to go to a non-loving home
where they are not cared for
properly," she explained.
So while being in a college
town doesn't necessarily mean
increased adoptions at the
I lumane Society, it has its ben-

efit when concerning volunteer
help for the shelter.
"They have a lot of students
that want to volunteer." Brown
said, adding that she was one of
those students who volunteered
for "Friends of the Humane
Society" as a freshman and has
stayed with the organization
since.
"Because students can't have
animals at their dorms, they can
come to the shelter and help out

Don't be Stranded for 2006-2007!
Sign aNEWTPVE lease today!
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3301/2 N Church St.: One bedroomunfurnished upper
dulex, cat ok with pet deposit, tenant pays all utilities.
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and interact with animals," she
added.
Students also have the option
of foster care for animals
through the "Planned Pel-Hood"
organization, said senior Stacey
Dancsok. who also fosters for
this organization along with
Beeman.
Dancsok fosters animals
because she loves them, but
doesn't know where her future
will take her and whether or not
animals will be permitted there.

"I don't know where I'm going
to end up after college," she said.
"Il works oul for me because
I have the dog for a couple of
weeks and then it's adopted out
to a gtxxl home."
Dancsok also enjoys the benefit of having all the animal's
finances taken care of by the
organization, and although she
sometimes does get attached to
certain animals she fosters, her
permanent home situation in
Strongsville doesn't work in her
favor.
"The only thing would be the
financial situation and my dogs
at home... I haveavery dominant
female at home," she explained,
adding that her dog wouldn't let
another into the picture.
But other than having to let
go of the animals she fosters,
Dancsok believes fostering can
be a good alternative to students
who can't take their animals
back to their permanent home
or who are tight financially.
Money responsibility aside,
sometimes even the small sacrifices can be frustrating at
times, according to senior Sasha
Donelson, who owns a small
lack Hussell Terrier mix named
Spanky
"When you're all nice and
warm in bed and you see the
snow falling outside, and then
your dog's breathing in your face
because he has to go pee... that
can be annoying," Donelson
said with a laugh.
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OPINION

"There are a lot of people in this city who
are afraid I'm going to be very unorthodox
— and I am."
Hi maid Item, DNC Chairman, on leading his parly.
(DMMldUflB)

STAITKDITOIilAI.

Getting away with downloading
File-sharing is a widespread phenomenon i)ii college campuses
everywhere, and me University
is no exception.
Several college campuses have
embraced diis (rend, making it
i heaps and easier for students
to download music.
In
2004, Wake Forest
University provided students
with free or reduced-cost downloading through RealNetwork's
Rhapsody service.
Students greedily build their
music libraries — most often

YOU DECIDE
Do you think students are
increasingly vulnerable to
viruses? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

there's no price tag attached.
Ipods allow students to easily store a 10.000-song music
library. If students had to pay for
all of this music, it would cost a

small fortune.
There's a sense of satisfaction
in having such a large music
library, but students aren't always
aware of the dangers involved
in downloading high volumes of
music for free.
File-sharing software leaves a
computer increasingly vulnerable to viruses and security issues.
We can't ask University students to stop illegally downloading, but at least educate yourselves on the risks before dial
next song uploads

I rii

.ETTERSTOTHE
Hockey game
official limits
free speech
After attending Friday's Howling
GRen/NotR Dame hockey
game, I left disgusted. The
University tries to get more students to come to games to support the team, but then officials
of die University proceed to kick
these students out of the games
lor expressing their feelings.
During the game at least nvo
students were forced to leave the
arena for directing their middle
fingers toward the general vicinity ill the ice.
The man who removed diem
was a University official. Before
he removed anyone, he first
came over to the area in which
I was standing to warn us .ibnui
our language. This was provoked

after he heard some students
yelling obscenities after a call
with which they disagreed.
I see two problems with
his actions. The first is that I
disagree widi kicking die students out of the arena for their
actions. Students have die First
Amendment right of freedom of
speech to express themselves.
It was nded dial language or
printed words cannot be censored in public unless "people
in substantial numbers would
lie provoked into some kind of
physical action by the words"
(Cohen v. California, Supreme
Court, 1971).
According lo the Student
Code of Conduct, students of
this University have the right to
freedom of expression unless
this "personal or organizational
conduct directly, seriously, or
adversely interferes with or disnipts die educational mission,
programs, or odier functions of

the University."'

The second problem I have
with this official's actions is that
these "niles" were not uniformly
enforced throughout the entire
hockey season. I have been to
almost all of die home hockey
games, and always sit at or very
near the top of the student
section. This same official also
attends all home games and sits
at die top with his young children. I have seen the same display of emotion coundess times
dirouglioul the season, but no
one has been kicked out for it
until this game
If the University wants
bettei attendance at home
athletic events, then should
the University not encourage
students to come to the games
and express their support for
our teams?
MARKW. PuNTIOUS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

There's a new anti-piracy
group, Download Legal, that
is empowering students and
informing them of the dangers
of file sharing.
Students are often ignorant of
the potential problems associated with file-sharing software.
Download legal was formed
by college students across the
country, and (he group's goal
is to help students make better
decisions in regard to downloading music.
The free information the site

m

The religious right is poisoning our minds.
The kings of shock value,
we as citizens of the United
Stales are subject lo theii disgusting posters, nauseating billboards, indecent protests and
disregard for morality on a daily
basis. And worst of all, nobody
gets the blame.
Recent anti-gay demonstrations at die funerals of Iraq
soldiers have sparked a lot of
media interest. Another demonstration also took place at the
funeral of Coretta Scott King yet
everyone is loo busy worrying
about what limmy Carter said to
pay any attention to that one.
What many do not know is
dial these same protests have
been taking place al the funerals
of Al DS victims for 15 years.
According lo Frank Morris of
KCUR radio, Fred I'helps, leader
of theWestboro Baptist Church,
has organized some 25.000
protests throughout the past 15
years taking place everywhere
from lopeka lo Ground Zero
after Sept. II.
When interviewed, I'helps
gave his reasoning for these
protests stating, "That's my
job man. To cause ihis evil
country to know her abominations.. .and show my people
their transgressions."
The transgressions he speaks

of are the acceptance of homosexuals.
Morris states, "|Phelps|
preaches thai God is furious and
will destroy the U.S. unless sodomy is made a capital offense."
We've all witnessed the infamous abortion billboards and
posters depicting dismembered
fetuses that fill our campus and
surrounding town with the buzz
ol disgust as diese demonstrations take place during political
rallies and election days.
They have taken away what
some including myself, consider the best days of the year,
making ii about their blasphemous ranis instead of political
change.
Now it's time to wake up!
These are the conservatives,
people! They may be right and I
mean far right in their ideology,
but they vole for Bush just like
your next-door neighbor does.
Yet for some reason we put
them in a group all their own,
outside the everyday conservative babble.
Why die double standard?
Why is it that the immorality
dial is taking place is ignored
when it is the funeral of a homosexual, yet when il is die funeral
of a fallen soldier, you can't gel
away from the news coverage?
In eilher case, a person has died
and respect is deserved.
Words spoken by individuals
such as limmy Carter on die war
in Iraq and the Bush administration al die funeral of Coretta
Scott King have been lagged
as liberal "rhetoric," and once

Who's your favorite
president?

m
DANA DAVIS0N

SENIOR, MARKETING
"/ don't really have a
favorite president."
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again, we have been grouped
together and received the shaking of the finger in our face. We
have been spoken down to and
told that we, as liberals, "|have|
lost all tact."
I beg your pardon, but I
believe thai an anti-gay demonstration al a place where the
Utmost respect is deserved, such
as the funeral of such a beautiful
woman as Coretta Scott King is
a liltle more noteworthy.
I certainly can't speak for her,
but I doubt she would have
minded what fonncr President

LAURIE EVANS
SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM

"Bill Clinton, our
country made a lot of
progress."

Carter said.
Now it's time to make the
connection. And I don'i just
mean today, I mean every day.
The extreme right speaks to
us every day through acts like
these, and every day we ignore
and justify them by placing
them in their own little crazy
group.
Meanwhile, when the left
speaks out, people go nuts.
If you're going lo believe (even
if you're noil die people who tell
you honoring a liberal American
figure by giving a liberal speech
is wrong then you need to
believe that protesting during
funerals altogether is wrong.
Protesting during the funerals of AIDS victims is wrong.
Protesting abortion by making
children hold signs that arc
not even appropriate for ihem
lo view is wrong And it's your
conservatives that are doing it.
. Send comments to Amanda al
amandjli@bgsii.edu
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Download Legal doesn't only
warn students about viruses, the

group also addresses the moral
issues involved.
More Web sites have emerged
that make it easier to download
music legally, and at a fairly
low cost.
In doing this legally, you're not
breaking the law, and you're supporting the artists you love.
But until students are as susceptible to being fined or arrested as they are to receiving a virus
for file sharing they will continue to download music in high
numbers.

PEOPLE Moderation key to
ON THE STREET partisan politics

Right!s tactics go unnoticed
AMANDA
BELCHER
Opinion Columnist

distributes helps students to
protect their computers — and
why should students not want
to become more informed about
somediing they spend so much
time doing?
Everyone has heard of a friend
who's had dieir hard drive stalled
by a virus an hour before that
semester-end project is due.
Sure, we all tiiink it will never
happen to us — but that really
isn't the case.

MATTO'SHEA
FRESHMAN, CRIMINAL
JUSTICE

"Teddy Roosevelt
because he was a
pioneer and a Rough
Rider."

TOM PARKER
JUNIOR, TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION

"F.D.R., because he
brought us through
one of the biggest
conflicts.'

If 24-hour news channels
teach us anything, it's thai
BRIAN
there are only two voices in
SZABELSKI
American politics: conservaOpinion
Columnist
tives and liberals.
We have constant analysis
about how this story or that
would descend into a free-for-all
scandal will affect the base of
brawl between die Democrats
one of [hose two political views.
and Republicans.
We have the division of
And I don'l mean the kind of
America into red and blue states, brawl with Ted Kennedy deliversimply based on which political
ing a flying body splash to Bill
party usually wins there.
Frist from the Senate balcony, as
We have a growing tension
cool as 11 i,iul be to see.
between political factions with
The kind I'm talking about
no end in sight because neiwould be ones thai would
ther side wants to give in on
grind Congress to such a hall
anything.
that nothing would be able lo
We have every holiday being
gel done.
hijacked by both wings of
So it seems thai moderates in
American politics, each accusing power are getting things done.
the other of trying to sabotage
Unfortunately, for moderates
the holiday for their own politiwho are just regular citizens, the
cal gain.
same cannot be said, and a danHowever, I don't fit into any
ger is facing all moderates.
of the above. I am not red or
The voice of moderates in the
blue, not conservaAmerican public is
tive or liberal, and 1
fading being eaten
"So it
don't care if you say
alive by extreme
"Merry Christmas"
seems that elements on both
or "Happy I lolidays"
sides of the political
moderates
because I often say
spectrum.
both.
The last time I
in power
When it comes
remember any conare getting cern over how modto political issues,
what I am is a modthings done. erates fell about any
erate, stuck riglil in
political topic were
the middle of the
die 2004 elections
debate.
when Republicans
While there are no official
and Democrats in every politinumbers on how many modercal contest were trying to draw
ates there are, I'd imagine die
moderates and independents to
number is quite large. In most
vote for them.
countries, the public majority
That's the case in any election,
tends to identify themselves as
leading to a chain of promises
independent or moderate rather by candidates that are routinely
than as a liberal, conservative, or broken, leaving us wondering
any other political base.
why we voted for them in the
Even though they sometimes
first place.
get lost in die shuffle, moderSo, the question may be,
ates have had a huge impact on
what can be done to stop this
American politics.
problem?
A bipartisan group of moderModerates in America need to
ate Senators, nicknamed the
simply do one thing and do it
Gang of 14, was responsible for
very loudly: speak up. That's all.
negotiating a compromise on
Speaking up comes in many
the vote for three federal judges,
forms, from things as large as
and later, Justice Samuel Alito.
protests to things as small and
Thus, a filibuster was avoided
simple as writing a letter to your
and the 24-hour news chanelected officials That is, if we all
nels could focus their attention
haven't forgotten how to write
on other things, like die latest
a letter since we have that little
rumors on Tom Cruise and Katie thing called e-mail.
Holmes' relationship.
What's really important is thai
Other notable moderates,
moderates do something to get
like Senator John McCain, have
dieir voices out there and let
worked to reform political
their points' of view be heard.
fund-raising rallied against
That might just be the voice
comipt lobbying in both parwe need to get through some
ties, and helped create comof our biggest debates and
promises when the majority of
find a happy medium for all
Republicans and Democrats
Americans to agree on.
cannot or refuse to find one on
their own. Without these comSend comments to Brian at
promises, the halls of Congress
bszabel@bgsiiedu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These arc usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc kmger pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters lo the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked"Lctter
lo the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Honor your presidents today Cheney's cheap shots add up
ft

ALAN
CALCATERRA
Opinion Colwnmsi

President's Day is today,
and most people think
this is a meaningless
holiday.
It actually does have a lot of
meaning because it was created for the celebration of all the
presidents of the United Stales.
Originally. George
Washington's birthday and
Abraham Lincoln's birthday
were two separate federal
holidays in February until 1968.
when Congress passed the
Uniform Holidays Bill.

The bill, however, didn't
become effective until 1971,
combining Washington's and
Lincoln's birthdays into one
day called President's Day. It
exists to honor all presidents
and it is celebrated on the third

Monday of February.
People still think that we
just celebrate Washington
and Lincoln because of their
birthdays — which is sort of a
half-truth.
Regardless, the holiday is
meant to celebrate all presidents.
As of 2006, many state and
local governments officially

still call this day Washington's
birthday but most businesses
and calendar makers call it
President's Day to make it less
confusing.
President's Day is one of my
favorite days because this is
the day where we get to honor
great presidents and celebrate
what they did for this country.
I think people should honor
and celebrate this day because
this is the only day of the year

when we honor our presidents,
their great work and their
accomplishments.
There arc only 43 presidents,
including the current President
Bush, and only four former
presidents are still alive.
Many businesses are still
open on President's Day, which
takes the meaning out of the
day for some people.
there is a Senate tradition since 1862 of reading
Washington's farewell address
on the Friday before President's
I lay. last Friday, Ken Salazar
Ill-Cnlo.l read the address.
The Clinton Library in
Little Rock, Arkansas, will
do a screening of Thirteen
Days," which is about the
Cuban Missile Crisis and how
Kennedy tried to solve a grow
ing Cold War problem. They're
also serving some past presidents' favorite snacks along
with other President's Day
themes.
TBN, which is the mostwatched religious network
according to the Neilson ratings is airing the award-winning documentary "In the
Face of Evil: Reagan's War in
Word and Deed,'' which is
about Ronald Reagan and the
40-year campaign against the
Soviet Union and communism.
The film has been getting
great reviews and broke box
office records in multiple cities
when it was released in 2004.
It is considered one of the
best documentaries on Reagan
and the Cold War, and TBN is
expecting high ratings for this
President's Day feature.
The documentary is based
on Peter Schweizer s best-selling novel "Reagan's War: The
Epic Story of I lis Forty Year
Struggle and Final Triumph

Over Communism.'' This book
is best known for saying that
Reagan achieved the final
victory over the Soviet Union
through direct confrontation.
There is very little criticism
for this documentary and
overall, people think Ronald
Reagan was good person and
great president. Ronald Reagan
was even voted the Created
American by a nationwide poll
conducted by the Discovery
Channel and America Online.
I consider him to be the
greatest president of the 20th
century. I lis contribution
to ending the Cold War and
fighting communism was one
of the biggest victories ever
in U.S. history because it was
the first lime the U.S. fought
against a superpower with
nuclear weapons.
He managed to give tax cuts,
also know n as "lleaganomics,"
and help bring the economy
back from recession left to him

In liramyCarter,
He a Iso had one of biggest
landslide-eleclion-wins lor
president, beating Waller
Mondale, and winning 49 out
of 50 stales with nearly 60 percent of the popular vole
Overall, he is a great man
and great president with all the
successful things he has done
with his service to our country.
I believe he is a great example
of a good president because of
all of his accomplishments.
I think we should celebrate
this holiday to honor presidents like Washington, Lincoln,
Reagan. Roosevelt and man)
Others who have done incredible things for this country as
president.

Send comments lo Man at
acalau9bgiu.edu.

Blogs emerge as mass medium
STAFF
EDITORIAL
Minnesota Daily
Uniwrsity of Minnesota
Thankfully, blogs have
become the watchdogs
of the popular press, of
the government and any other
entity of far-reaching power.
To be a credible blogger, one
doesn't need a piece of paper
that says they have notable
degree from a respected institution to prove they know some-

thing Thomas Paine rejoice!
Blogging has become the new
forum for international scholars
to discuss issues.
Blogs have, in many ways,
revolutionized the media by
allowing the average citizen
to publish his or her work and
potentially have an audience
across the world.
Through this, blogging
increasingly has become one of
the most important tools for a
vital democracy.
Moreover, blogs cater to various purposes, serving as diaries,

exposing scandals or allowing
individuals to develop as a writer
and thinker.
Blogging is an excellent outlet
for self-development; it's a safe
zone for self-expression and
forming identity as long as governments stay out of il and corprations keep their hands off.
In this sense, blogs are an
equalizer of power, giving credit
where deserved. In an age where
the average person can feel like
nothing more than a hair on a
barbershop floor, any access to
voice is a good tiling.

Employment
Opportunity!
T HE BGSU UPWARD BOUND PRO GRAM
The BGSU Upward Bound Program is a college preparatory program for HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS from Toledo, OH. We offer a six-week Summer Residential Learning Commmunity.
The Upward Bound Program is founded by the U.S. Department of Education.

JUNE 23

AUGUST 6,2006

Employment opportunity for an instructional star* member with the ability lo move away
from the traditional lecture and paperwork, and for all staff members with the enthusiasm
to create a more engaging and cooperative learning environment thai challenges critical
thinking skills and promotes a confidence that one can be successful.

CUUfMni Instructors
Description: Our learning community utilizes a'integrated curriculum" model for each course.
Each instructor will have the opportunity to create a course that combines their core area of
instruction with the content of one or more subject areas.The linked course should not offer the
memorization and recitation of isolated facts and figures, but emphasis meaningful concepts in
the subject areas and the connections between these concepts. Sample curriculum plans are
available for review in the Upward Bound Program office. Classes will have a combination of
students from grades 9-12.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree required in selected core areas of instruction. Instructor may
request class period. Same class period each day - Monday through Friday. Non - residential
Salary: Salary $ 1200 per class
Morning Session Period one 9:15- 10:30 am
Aft«moonS«llion:r,enodThre«2:15-i:30pm

PefiodTwo 10:30- IMS am
PeiiodFour 3J0 4:45pm

• Mathematics
■ Science
• Foreign Language
• Composition
- Literature
• Fine Arts
• Social Studies

iKMMtialJMes
Description: Must reside in campus housing with the students and supervise students during
Academic Assist sessions, meals and evening hours. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
■ Assuring all students adhere to the rules and regulations of the Upward Bound
Program and Bowling G-een Stale University.
• Assisting wtth classroom activities, if requested.
■ Program travel and mentoring responsibilities

• Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours.
Requirements: Minimum sophomore classification.Cannont be enrolled in University classes
during employment period.
Salary: Single room, board and salary of $1500.

Application packets are available outside the Upward Bound Program office in
"| 410 Saddlemiro Student Services Building. Application deadline is Match 17.
nilappii •: .. i <f i WnKrlpt loftwalMunofliciatf,. ManneM ««i- irwitwItoiMUvcSloniJj
(■HHHHBjM'r'>tMtu,r;i!!..m^.-i
KappHrinawill boil
Mandatory rtaft orlentttior, on Saturday, 'ur.e24.

energy plan documents to con-

iON
I BOSSCHER
Opinion Colnmimt
We've finally found
the limit Leading
the nation to war
based on false claims about
weapons of mass destruct ion.
and an imaginary conned ion

between Iraq and 9/11?
No problem. Devising our
country's energy policy in secret
dosed-door meetings with oil
and coal executives? Sure, why
not? Deciding it's okay to leak
die identity of a CIA operative
you disagree With, then letting
your chief of staff. "Scooter,"
take the fall? Co right ahead, Mr.
Vice President
Shooting a 78-year-old lamer
in the beef Thai is just too far.
The press has been hounding Cheney all week about his
little safari-turncd-manhunt.

Satirists have already had
ample time to expend ever)
possible joke about the situation, making any quips I might
attempt sound older and more
tired than (Tieney's victim.
It would he hard to top lire
words of Al Franker!, destined
to become a bumper sticker:
"I lick (Iheney shot a man.. .just
to watch him die."
Frankly, I'm just glad we're
finally beginning to define
some limits for I lick and the
rest of this administration, lot
a minute there, I was starting
to think they could do anything
they wanted
To date, i heney --.till refuses
to turn over 1.1,500 pages of

gressional Investigators. Maybe
this has something lo do with
the S1.8 million energy coin
parties donated to lite Bush/
( hrnn election campaign.

Dining his tenure as CEO
of I lalliburton. the volume of

taxpayer-supported gowrnment contracts the corporation
attained increased by 111 percent and, according to Cheneys
tax returns, he made S.tt> million from I lalliburton in 2000.
But never fear Dick is tough
on terrorism.
Maybe that explains why
he is virtually the only guy in
the country who still thinks
torture is a good idea. Iibyan
dictator and suspected terrorist supporter Moammar
Gadhafl hired a subsidiary of
I lalliburton to perform millions of dollars worth of work
in the 1990s, landing the cornpair) a &8 million dollar fine
for violating sanctions.
I'm sure i lick had our national security Interests iii bean
when he opted to continue
sales lo Libya throughout his
tenure at Halliburton
According to a writer for
Project lor the New American
Century, of which Cheney is
a leading member, "Toppling
Saddam wiped out a decades
worth of pan-Muslim hubris
about America's weakness
And simultaneously wiped
Out hall a century's worth of
American foreign policy precedents,
Chene) and his supporters
are right in a sense. Through
the occupation of Iraq, ihe
worst fears of the Muslim world

have come true We let our
recruits take naked pictures ol
them If you don't believe me
just lake a glance at the new
photos from Abu Grab prison,
According to the White
I louse biography ol t heney, he
has "earned a reputation as a
man ol know ledge, character,
and accessibility. Accessibility?
like when you accidentally
Shoot someone and then you
aren't "accessible" for [mlice
questioning until the next da) •'
I suppose I would W.illl 1(1
sober up it I shoi somebody
too I lean pills and beer can gel
somebod) pretty lit.
Ultimately the vice presidenl
is IH'SI characterized by his
penchant — bordering on the
pathological —forsecrecy I hat
and his evil Mr. Hiiriis-csquc
disposition. "Drillingfor oil in
ANWAR? Excellent*
rhe way he handled the
recent shooting of a 78-year-old
man in the lace is just another
example in a long list ol clandestine behavior.
Is il surprising thiil he supports warrantless NS \ wiretapping and opposed the development ol die IISA court?
Is il surprising thai he stippottsthe policy of rendition,
in which the government outsources torture to countries
ili.ii aien'i so squeamish about
attaching electrodes to suspected terrorists' testicles?
is it surprising that he shot a
78-yeai old lawyer In the face
because the man suggested he
resign? Hut that's just my theory.

Send comments tofonai
jbosschft'bgsu.edu.
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STUDY: STRONGER POT MAY HOOK MORE

CAMPUS

DEKALB, III. (U-WIRE) — Studies show the number of
daily marijuana smokers increased despite the amount
of occasional users remaining constant. Marijuana
abuse or dependence among users has climbed from
30.2 percent in 1991 to 35.6 percent in 2002 according
to the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Universities might
use standard tests
said he does not view a national
standardized test as yielding
any advantages.
"We see as a downside that the
national test points to national
outcomes which points to nationBy Courtney Kessler
11-WltC
al curriculum, and we worry that
CHARLOTITSVII1.E, V& — The what will be harmed in the proCommission on the Future cess will be the diversity of colof Higher Education, recently lege university admissions across
appointed by tlie Bush adminis- the country," Pals said.
Pals added that many higher
tration, is discussing the implementation of standardized testing education institutions already
utilize different ways to assess
in universities and colleges.
Gary Cox, a member of the what their students learn.
Cox said the educational comState-National
Information
Network Advisory Committee, munity always faces the issue of
which is a cooperative mem- trying to balance faculty creativber of National Association of ity and independence with standards of what should
I ndependent Colleges
be taught.
"The
and
Universities,
By implementing
explained the comobjective
a standardized test
mission's plans.
"The
objective would be to in higher education
would be to measure measure the institutions, this creativity might be taken
the success of stusuccess of away from the faculty,
dents," Cox said.
the curricuOfficials
have
students." affecting
lum and the students.
expressed differing
Cox said,
GARY COX.
views over whether
Tonya Moon, an
STATE-NATIONAL
or not it would be
education profesINFORMATION
beneficial to use standardized testing to NETWORK ADVISORY sor and expert in
competency testing
COMMITTEE
assess students' perand student assessformance in colleges
ment at the university, believes
and universities.
Bill Arceneaux. formally a that standardized testing can
board member of the NAICU, be beneficial when used for the
said he is adamantly opposed right reasons.
"One positive is to sec how we
to the standardized testing and
does not see any advantages in it. can do better," Moon said.
Ms explained that supporters
"You have schools of art. you
have schools of design, you have of the standardized testing believe
music colleges. All of them are "families need more data" when
doing different things, teaching considering colleges for their
different tilings and educating in future students to attend.
According to Cox. the best tiling
different ways," said Arceneaux.
"There is no standardized test about the possibility of standardthat would apply [to all areas of ized testing in higher education
Institutions is "the fact that we're
educarion|."
Tony Pals, the director of discussing it and thinking about
public information at NAICU, what students are learning"

Bush administration
commission weighs
nationwide measures

ABA takes AA across the USA
American Bar Assoc.
policy encourages
affirmative action
By Dawson Bell
Ot'ROlI FREE PRESS (Kill)

DBTBOTT—The official licensing
body for U.S. law schools is on
track to adopt a diversity standard
in admissions for all law schools
that enshrines die affirmative
action policies at the University
of Michigan.
The new American Bar
Association standard requires
law schools to energetically pursue racial and ethnic diversity,
either by explicit consideration

rhccalcndarof
from
http-J/cvemsJ)gsu.edii/

8 a.m. -4 p.m.
Environmental Programs Into Table
Union Lobby
8:30 a.m.
Fine Art Information, Presentations
& Tours
Union Ballroom
8:30 - Noon
School of Art Information Booth
Union Ballroom

approved by the organization's
legal education committee over
the weekend and slated for a
final vote later this year, said
it is an attempt to undermine
such restrictions.
Terence Pell, president of the
Center for Individual Rights,
which represented the plaintiffs
in the University of Michigan
case, said the ABA is creating "a
ready made loophole, to do an
end around... if MCRI passes."
like die Michigan policy, "it is
designed to enforce quotas, the
'critical mass' of students" from
minority groups. Pdl said..
lohn Sebert, consultant for the
ABA committee, said those critics

misconstrue the new standard. It
would impose no new requirements on law schools, Sebert
said, but only updates the policy
to conform with the University
of Michigan deciskin and make it
"more transparent."
Sebert said law schools would
be required to demonstrate that
they attempted to create a diverse
student body.
"They're not required to do
anything race-based," he said.
Evan Caminker, dean of the
I JniversityofMichigan LawSchool,
said he believes the new standards
are intended to "strengthen the
language about the seriousness of
the commitment" on diversity.

Pat Oorsman BCNews

SMOKE IN A SMOKY ROOM: Up-and-coming jam band Smokestack played Howards Friday night. The band is quickly making a
name for itself in the jam band scene. Band members include James Sibley (keys) Chuck Newsome (guitar) Jacob Chmara (bass)
and Dan Eichinger (drums).
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9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Recruitment
Days
204 South Hall

9:30-11:30 a.m.
School of Art Information/Q&A
Session
1101 Fine Arts Center

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Info/Recruitment for Connections
Union Lobby

9:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Asia Day: Asian Arts, Language.
Film, Dance
The Asian Studies Department
invites you to Asia Day on the 11th
floor of Offenhauer West.
9:30 a.m. - Assembly Kiko and Taiji
demonstration

9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Poe Rd. Project Info Table,
Sponsored by the Art Dept
Union Lobby

of race in admissions or, where
that is barred, by other means,
like recruitment and scholarship programs.
A statutory or constitutional
ban on the consideration of gender, race, ethnicity or national
origin "is not a justification for
noncompliance," according to
the ABAs proposal.
Michigan could become one
of the states — joining California
and Washington—where the use
of race and gender in admissions
decisions is prohibited if voters approve the ballot proposal
dubbed the Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative later this year.
Critics of the ABA standard,

JAMMING ON AND ON
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10:00-11:30a.m.-Calligraphy
Origami Anime Games Program
Information Videos and
Presentations
Intro to Japanese Language

(10:00-10:20)
Intro to Chinese Language (10:25-

10:45)

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Recruitment for BGSU Sailing Club
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Care Packages, Sponsored by
Gospel Choir
Union Lobby

Intro to Japanese Language (10:50-

11:10)
Intro to Chinese Language (11:15-

11:30)
10:30 - Session on Study Abroad
Programs
1:00 - Balinese and Korean Dance
222 Eppler North Whitney Dance
Studio
For more information contact:
Maxine Barry, Asian Studies
Department 419 372-7814
Uth floor Ottenhauer; dance in 222
Eppler
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Outreach - US Army Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career Center.
Union Lobby

10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Digital Arts Presentations
1026 Fine Arts Center
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Tours of Fine Art Facilities
Tours will occur throughout the day,
roughly every half-hour between
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. (tours
take approximately 30 minutes).
Fine Arts Center
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Spring Raffle, Sponsored by the
Economics Club
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Raffle
Omega Phi Alpha will be raffling
off tickets for a spot in a hot tub.
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fashion Show Info, Sponsored by
Fad Watch
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m. 11:30 p.m.
Graphic Design Presentations
1101 Fine Arts Center
1 -4p.m.
Wood County Corps recruitment
Sponsored by Partnerships for
Community Action
Union Lobby

2:30-4:30 p.m.
UPS Recruiting, Sponsored by the
Career Center
Raffle of XBox 360 and other items
Union Lobby

Free Movie:
www.meccabq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

Tuesday-F
Friday- February 24th
Sunday- February 26th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsu.edu7offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for lisfingi —

1045 N Mom Suite 7B
Bowline] Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
info@mecccibc| com
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ICSIC UNVEILING: "THE PIG" AND MIKE TYSON UNMASKED. PAGE 8

BG SPORTS

MONDAY

HOCKEY

Thursday and Saturday
Vs. Miami; At Miami

February 20,
2006

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tuesday and Sunday
Vs. Kent Stale; At Buffalo

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

www.bgnews.com/sports

Wed. and Saturday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Vs. Kent State; At Ohio

TENNIS

Friday

Vs. IUPUI

TRACK & FIELD

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Friday and Saturday
MAC Championships at BG

SWIMMING & DIVING

Thursday-Saturday

MAC Championships at Akron

SOFTBALL

Friday-Sunday
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Panera Challenge

BASEBALL

BG blitzes Bulls, 13-0 in MAC
No. 25 Falcons once
again put game
away in second half
By Jessica Amefcng

Saturday and Sunday

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

At Murray State

On an atypical basketball team
which sees its starting forwards
attempt more 3-pointers than
its starting guards, it probably
shouldn't come as a surprise
that point guard Kate Achter's
first career double-double was
in points and rebounds.
Achter's 11 points and 11
rebounds led the BGSU women's basketball team to a 6551 victory over the Buffalo
Bulls Saturday, improving
BG's record to 22-2, 13-0 MidAmerican Conference.
But, in something that
is becoming typical for the
Falcons, the team got off to a
slow start in the first half before
coming alive in the second.
For the fifth game in a row,
the Falcons shot 40 percent or
worse in the first half 130.8 percent) and better than 46 percent
in the second (46.4 percent).
The Falcons were up just 28-21
at halftime against an 8-16,3-10
MAC Buffalo team, prompting
coach Curt Miller to ask his team
how legitimate its No. 25 ranking
in the USA Today/ESPN Top 25
Coaches Poll is.
"I told them at halftime we
weren't playing like a top 100
team, let alone a top 25 team,"
Miller said.
In a first half plagued with
fouls — 10 for BG and 16 for
Buffalo — neither team could
get into an offensive rhythm.
But, as could be expected, in the
second half the Falcons proved
to their coach and the 1,848 fans
that they deserve their national
ranking.
"I think we stopped fouling,
which was huge for us," said
Achter of her team's play in the
second half. "Once we did that
we were able to get moving on
offense, our tempo was picked
up a little bit."
BG's Liz Honegger, who played
only four minutes in the first half
due to foul trouble and went into
the locker room with no points,
went 3-for-4 from behind the
arc in the second. She totaled 11
points and five steals for the game

MEN'S GOLF

Monday and Tuesday
Charleston, South Carolina

GYMNASTICS

Saturday

Piscataway. New Jersey

TENNIS

Falcons win
twice behind
stellar play
of freshmen
Stephanie Menoff,
Kelsey Jakupcin pick
up key victories
By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER

The BGSU tennis team moved
above .500 for the first time
this season with victories
over Xavier University and
University of Chicago-Illinois
over the weekend.
On Saturday, the Falcons (64) went on trie road, and rallied
past the Musketeers (4-2) 4-3.
Freshman Stephanie Menoff
saved the day for the Falcons, with
a challenging three set victory over
Sarah Potts 6-3,2-6,6-4.
With each team gathered
around the court watching the
final and deciding match. Menoff
was able to push past Potts, and
vault the Falcons to victor)'.
"I was nervous and excited,"
Menoff said. "I knew the team
needed me to win, and it really
motivated me."
BG coach Penny Dean was
impressed with how her freshman
was able to handle the pressure.
TENNIS, PAGE 8
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and teammate Caiin 1 lorne also
contributed 11 points.
All Mann, the Falcons' leading scorer this season, bad eight
points, but also contributed
three assists and three steals.
Buffalo, which had seven pta]
ers commit two fouls in the first
half, didn't get much production from reigning MAC player
of the week Heather Turner.
Turner finished the game with
eight points, almost six below
her average. Stephanie Bennett
led the Bulls with 15 points and
ITynn Pyykkonen added 11.
Buffalo committed 20 turnovers in the game and shot 37.5
percent from the field. After
turning the ball over nine times
in the first half, the Falcons committed only three more the rest
of the game.
The win extends BG's winning streak to 13 games and
home winning streak to 17
games, the third longest in the
country. But, more importantly
for the Falcons, it means the
team is now three games ahead
of the MAC East's second-place
team, Kent State.
"We're ecstatic to be 22-2 and
the best part about it is that
we have a three game lead with
three to go," Miller said. "So our
magic number is one game to
win the MAC East, and that's
first and foremost the goal for
this team."
Kent Will travel to BG on
Wednesday in the season's second rematch of last year's MAC
Championship game, and the
Falcons will be looking to put
together two halves of good basketball. On |an. 14 the Falcons
pulled out a hard-fought 61-58
win over the Golden Flashes.
"I think in spurts we do
play really well, but just to put
together a complete game,"
Brandon Heiss BGNem
Honegger said. "We're still working towards that perfect game." TOO QUICK: Sophomore Kate Achter lays it in against a Buffalo defender Saturday Achter recorded her
first career double-double against the Bulls with 11 points and 11 rebounds.

HOCKEY

After Friday's loss Falcons regroup, tie the Irish
BG icers move to 1319-2 on the season
after a loss and a tie
By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

Brwdon Hem 80 News

PUTTING UP A WALL: Junior Jeremy Bronson plays defense against Notre Dame's T.J. Jindra in the BGSU Ice
Arena. After 'a look in the minor,' the Falcons bounced back from Friday's 7-4 loss to earn a tie Saturday.

After Friday night's disappointing
performance in which the Falcons
allowed seven Notre Dame goafs
and plenty of odd-man rushes.
it was time to find some answers
Saturday night and find a way to
get some of that winning confidence back.
It was gut-check time for the
Falcons and Saturday morning
the team met at the BGSU Ice
Arena to do a little soul searching.
"Today we had a meeting with
the coaching staff and players
and they basically told us to take
a look in the mirror." BG forward Jonathan Matsumoto said.
"They said we're just giving up
way too many odd - man chances
defensively and that we really
need to change our ways and I
think tonight was a pretty good
first step."
The team responded to the
challenge and played good, haul
defensive hockey in front of goaltender limmy Spratt to help BG

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

salvage a point against the Irish on said. "I thought he looked big.
the weekend in a 1 -1 tie in front of he looked confident. Tonight,
4.236 boisterous fans The tic came he showed what he's capable of
a night after losing 7-4 Friday.
and why Bowling Green recruit"We're disappointed we didn't ed him."
get a win tonight, but we got a
"limmy did a great job of makreal good bounce-back effort," ing himself pretty doggone big in
BG coach Scott Paluch said. "It's a I the net |," Paluch said of bis freshstep in die right direction in temis man goalie's performance. "Even1
of what we were able
time there was a shot,
to do defensively. We "...we didn't
he seemed to take
didn't give up nearly
up a lot of net. His
get
a
win
die type of chances we
catching glove was
gave up last night."
tonight, but very good tonight.
The
improved we g0t a real He kept a lot of pucks
delensive plav by
°
close to him, jumped
both teams made die good OOUllCe- on a lot of pucks.
weren't any
game more controlback effort." There
lable than Friday's
holes in there."
It took the Irish
and turned it into a
scon PALUCH,
goaltender's battle.
51:43 to find the one
COACH
Irish goaltender
hole they needed on
the night as a Falcon
David Brown made 34
saves on the night while Spratt breakdown created a 4-on-2
made 31 saves on 32 shots to earn chance that Irish forward losh
first star honors.
Sciba took advantage of. Sciba
After struggling most of the sea- stuck a loose rebound chance
son with his adjustment to the col- into the right side of the net after
lege game. Spratt has put together Matt Amado's initial shot from
back-to-back strong performanc- the left side couldn't be controlled
es and is continuing to show a lot by Spratt. as the Irish tied the game
of promise for the future.
with just 8:17 left.
"I was very impressed with
Spratt," NI) coach Jeff Jackson
HOCKEY, PAGE 8
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Tennis team keeps
perfect home record
TENNIS, FROM PAGE 7
"She played faniaslic and hit
some really amazing shots,"
Dean said. "The girl she was
playing was really tough, but
Stephanie remained calm, cool
and collected."
After being down early 0-2,
BG battled back with four wins
in singles matches. BG's lenna
Nusshatim and Heidi Romerwere
each victorious in three sets, at No.
2 and No. 3 singles flight. Kdsey
Jakiiprin continued her outstanding play for the Falcons with a
straight set win at No. 5 singles.
"This match was a dog fight."
Dean said. "lour out of the six
singles matches went to three sets,
and we were fortunate to win three
of those.
On Sunday die Falcons hosted
the Flames of Chicago-Illinois at
Toledo's Shadow Valley Tennis and
Fitness (Tub. BG remained undefeated at home this season with a
ij-1 victory over the Flames.
For the second day in a row
the Falcons found themselves in a

Sean Person BGNnts
MIKE TYSON: Senior Greg Edwards is unmasked at hall-time
of the men's basketball game Saturday. The SICSICs have been
BG's official spirit crew since 1946.

Falcons' Alex
Foster finds
open net early
HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 7
On the other end, Brown came
up big as well lor the Irish as
the only goal against him came
in the first period on a Falcon
power play Brown, one »f the
top Central Collegiate Hockey
Association goaltenders, was
benched the night before for
freshman lordan Pearce after
battling sickness.
"He had a stomach virus."
lackson said of Brown, He's
still feeling some of the effects
of it. so I give him a lot of credit
for battling through that."
BG's lone goal came at the
H:'M mark of the first period as
Alex luster found the net on the
power play to give BG a I -0 early
lead. He tipped in Matsumoto's
shot from just inside the left
circle lor his 10th goal of the
season. Brandon Svendson
assisted on the play.
The Falcon power play finished 1-4 on the night while the
Irish went 0-.i. lit; held a 35-32
advantage in shots after outshooting the Irish 5-0 in the
extra five-minute frame.
Thetie moved BG to 13-19-2on
the season with a GCHA record
of 8-16-2 as a first round playoff
road trip is guaranteed in two
weeks following next weekend's
final two games against GCHA
champion, Miami, as BG can
only finish as high as lllhofthe
12 league teams.

BG busted in Bracket Buster, drops third straight contest
Falcons go 10 minutes,
14 seconds between
baskets in first half

S900/mo

August 2006 leases
• 239 B Mam ilk', I bdrm
S350/mo
• 849 6th St., 3 bdrm
S650/mo
• (pets ■Bowed in ihcsv listings

51

70
1

BtPORtiR

Bracket Buster Saturday is where
teams from lesser-known conferences are' put on display to help
the country distinguish the contenders from the pretenders. If
this year's Bracket Buster game
was any indication of where die
BG men's basketball team stands,
it's time to stop playing dress-up.
In front of a crowd of 2,835,
the Wright State Raiders (13-121
handed BG a 70-51 loss Saturday,
dropping its overall record to a
dismal 9-16. The Falcons have
now lost six of their last seven
games and show no signs of stopping the slide.
The Haiders came out firing
making their first eight attempts
from 3-point land. On the other
end of the conn, the Falcons
managed only MO baskets in die
first 12 minutes of die game and
found themselves down 24 points
just past the midway point of the
first hall.
The falcons never recovered.
"We got beat by a team diat
played better," said BG coach Dan
DaUch. "We got beat by a team
dial came out drilling shots, and
we got down and I thought actually we were playing pretty good
defense hut they were drilling
shots. At the end of the day, that
was a big deal, and that was the

SeanPierson BGNews

STRUGGLING: BG's Martin Samarco brings the ball up the court in Saturday's loss to Wright State.
difference in the ball game."
At halftime, only three players
from BG had any points, and only
Martin Samarco had more than
one field goal. Defensively. BG

could find no answer for a Wright
State team that had four players
score in double-digits.
"That was probably the best
we've shot the basketball all year

bng,"saidWright State roach Itoul
Biancardi. "Anytime you make
shots it picks up your adrenaline,
picks up your passion and then I
think we kind of fed olTour three-

2

WSU

37 33

to

BGSU

16 35

51

point shooting early."
BG W89 never able to get within
striking distance despite outscoring Wright State in the second half. Tliis was Wright State's
first win against a Mid-American
Conference team in five previous
attempts this season.
Dakich and the rest of the BG
team are now left to find a solution to their game day problems.
"Wfc'rc nol getting as much out
ol individuals as we need to,"
Dakich said. "It's not from lack of
effort, it's not from lack of work,
it's not from lack of commitment;
everyone seems to be working
really hard but it's just not getting
it done."
for both players and fans
alike, it has become increasingly wearisome that BG continues to straggle in "getting it
done" when it counts most. Still,
the team remains focused on
its objectives.
"We've just got to go out,
work hard every day, take it
step by step and keep building"
Marschall said. "It's frustrating
because we are still going out
and working hard."

fz/rc/t/vw* Perfect rrome a//t&

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

NEWIPVE

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Rentals

212 LIBERTY
Cute one bedroom, unfurnished duplex.
Amenities include: W/D hook ups, large yard,
nice front porch, quiet neighborhood.

316 RIDGE ST. FRONT
Two bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Spacious rooms, nice yard, W/D hook ups.

316 RIDGE ST. REAR
One bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Close to campus, nice back yard,
off street parking.

534 S. COLLEGE ST. #B:
Three bedroom unfurnished duplex,
off street parking, W/D hook ups.
Tenant pays all utilities.

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620

Call 419-352-9392

NFWI»VIi

for current listing

FROBOSE RENTALS

WSU vs.

By John Turner

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm

SianPwrson BGN**,

THE PIG: Bridget Ridal's mask is pulled off Saturday by another
SICSIC member. Ridal said she would like to thank her friends
who thought they knew it was her but didn't say anything.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOUSESf
May 2006 Leases

hole early after dropping all three
doubles matches. BG rebounded
during singles action, taking all six
matches in straight sets.
"I think the team was fired up
over some of their line calls during doubles play," Dean said. "We
talked about our mental toughness that we had to haw, going
into the singles matches."
At No. 1 singles Ashley lakupcin
routed UlC's Gallon Smith 6-1,
6-2. The Falcons Andrea Meister
defeated Molly Smith 6-4. 6-2, at
No. 4 singles to clinch the victory
forBG
"I tried to be consistent."
Meister said. "It was more of a
mental match, she switched her
style of play half way through,
and I just focused on playing my
own game."
Dean said the victory was a big
OIK' for the Falcons.
"Tbay hit the ball so hard, and it
was a huge challenge trying to win
4 of 6 singles matches," I Man raid.
BG has won their last four contests improving their record to 6-4,
and a perfect 4-0 at home.

332 S. Main Bowling Green

www.newlovcrvnlaU.com
newloveinfoi.-npwlaverental4.com

714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E, Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.

><^CV
Blending a unique combination of improv.
comedy, education, and audience participation,
"Sex Signals" provides a provacative look at the
issues of dating, sex, and ultimately, acquaintance
rape on college campuses. The two-person show
explores how mixed messages, gender role
stereotypes, and unrealistic fantasies contribute
to misunderstandings between the sexes.

Wednesday,
February 22, 2006
7:30 PM

Presented By UAO

http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao
or (419) 372-2486

712 Second. #A-2BR duplex Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

organization/

202 Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 Ei Evers -1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to Auqust 4
2007 Noon.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5 30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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WOMAN ACCUSED OF KILLING GRANDDAUGHTER
LA RUE, Ohio (AP) — A 68-year-old woman has
been charged with killing her granddaughter and
her granddaughter's husband. According to court
documents, she waitedfor26-year-oldAmandaCorbin
to return home and then shot her. Later, she allegedly
shot Corbin's husband at the house and then (led.

www.bgnews.com/state

SWE
In-store clinics reach Ohio
MinuteClinics offer
quick treatments for
minor health issues

iD Pooley APPholo

LOCKED OUT: A news photographer documents a blocked-property notice posted on the entrance ot
KindHearts. a Toledo-based organization suspected ot tunneling money to a Palestinian terrorist group.

Toledo group exposed
Banks freeze assests
of suspected Hamasaiding organization
WASHINGTON API — The
Treasury Depannwni yesterday
ordered U.S. banks to freeze ihe
assets of an Ohio-based group
the government claims funnels
money to ihe militant organization I lamas.
The organization, KindHearts
of Toledo. Ohio, was connected
with the Hamas-affiliated Holy
land Foundation and the alQaida-affiliated Global Relief
Foundation, the Treasury
Department said. The government took similar action against
those groups in late 2001.
' tinder the government action,
U.S. citizens are barred from
doing business with KindHearts.

Kind! leans describes itself on Global Relief Foundation, which
its Web site as a nonprofit chari- attempted to mask their support
tableorganizatioiiadministering ten terrorism behind the facade
humanitarian aid to the world's of charitable ghing." Stuart
poor. III the past, its
Levey,
treasury
officials have denied "KindHearts is
undersecretary for
being connected to
terrorism and finanthe progeny
cial intelligence, said
any terrorist group
of Holy Ixtnd in a statement.
or individual.
The government
Amessagelefl yesFoundation
claims KindHearts
terday to KindHearts
and Global
board member and
officials have coordinated with llamas
Cleveland lawyer
Relief
lihad Smaili was
leaders and made
contributions
to Foundation...
not immediately
returned.
Hamas-affiliated
STUART
LEVEY,
A call to the
organizations. The
TREASURY
KindHearts office
United States considin Toledo was
ers llamas, now the
most powerful political group answered by a man who identiin the Palestinian parliament, a fied himself as a federal officer.
"We're padlocking the office,"
terrorist group.
"KindHearts is the progeny said the man, who did not give
of Holv Land foundation and his name.

COLUMBUS (API -Promising
quick, convenient and affordable health care, a Minnesota
based company is bringing its
in-store medical clinics to Ohio
pharmacies,
MlnuteCUnic will open at two
CVS simi's in tin' Columbus
area today and has plans to
open three more sites,
Nurse practitioners will be
on-hand to treat minor illnesses, such as sinus infections,
strep throat, bronchitis or ringworm. They'll also write prescriptions that patients can gel
filled on site.
I hi' company promises treat men) in IS minutes and offers
tile motto: "You're sick. We're
quick." Hie clinics will feature
a price list and allow patients
to pay cash or the Insurance
copay lor various companies
and Medicare, the lederal program lor people aged 65 and
over. Hie clinic- will be open
seven days a week and offer
evening hours.
But unlike doctor offices,

serious or chronic conditions
to urgent tare centers, hospitals or doctors.
"We re treating the things

thai don't need the expensive
environment,' said Donna
I languid, a MiiiuteClinic nurse
practitioner. "We do things folks
don't need lo disrobe for; mej
can keep their clothes on."
Practitioners also will encourage patients to find physicians
and give them namesol dot mis
in their neighborhoods thai are
accepting new patients, said iii
|lm Woodburn, medical dlrecini loi MlnuteCUnic
But some physicians are war)
ol the In-store clinic concept
"It's a retail ploj to Increase
their market share." said Dr.
I ttsabeth I. Rightcr, president
of the Ohio \cademy of Familj
Physicians. "It's a gimmick to
me. It'sawa) to get them inside

die store lo buy more things."
Tim Magllone, spokesman
lor the Ohio Stale Medical

Association, said patients net
belter care In seeing their
doctors,
"What ma) appear to be trivial can be a \ei\ serious health
situation, and these clinics are
not equipped to handle mat,"
lie said.

MlnuteCUnic opened its first
site in JtKKl and now has 71
across the country. Plans call
for Kill In 17 states by the end

of the year

Minuiet clinic isoilent a baud
till in-store clinic providers in
the United States. Besides t \s.
Kroger, Wal-Mari and largei
sloics are try inn them out in
select markets.
In Ohio, doctors also have
seen similar in-sloiv clinics in
oihei pharmacies and gn> en
sioies in ihe Akron area, said
Heidi M. Gordon, a spokes
woman for the Ohio \cadcin\
of family Physicians
like doctor's offices, the
MinuteClinics cam malpractice insurance. Spokesman
Brent Burkhardi said noneol the
national sites has ever received

a malpractice complaint •

Dirty tools could infect prisoners
Officials investigate
careless sanitation
practices of dentists
COLUMBUS (AP) — Inmates

attorneys are demanding testing
for infectious diseases because
an Investigation found thai a
prison dentist and his assistants failed to properly sterilize

Campus

AND sPORTS

the clinics have no running
watet — patients submitting a
urine sample will have to use
a bathroom across the store.
Practitioners keep dean with
anti-bacterial lotion and wear
latex gloves.
Nurse practitioners treal
only a specific list of minor illnesses and refer patients with

equipment at two prisons lor
three yens
Pile dental team did not use
heat sterilization on dental drill
handpieces between patients at
t .hillii cube and Boss correctional institutions, instead cleaning
them with antibacterial wipes.
said the report by an oulside
monitoring team,
I repairmen! of Rehabilitation

and Correction officials said the)
have inn seen evidence thai any
prisoners were inlec led. and they
pointed out that dental tools do
nni easily transfer diseases
Officials are awaiting advice
from federal health officials
before testing the Inmates foi
IIIV hepatitis or other diseases,
file Investigation concluded
I eb.'I.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

BAR

OPEN EARLY ON
ST. PATRICKS DAY
• 12 TVS
•5 POOL TABLES
^
•CARRING MARCH MADNESS
•GREAT DRINK SPECIALS
EVERY DAY
•SERVBd)HUNKS
RINKS FROM 4:00PM TO

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

2:30AM ^TTk

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

353-8735 • 107 State Street (Across
from Harshman)
21 and over

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Chinch
• Tenant friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service Included
in rentals

■ Convenient laundry ladUties
• t onveniem 10 Campus Shuttle Stop
■ Shun walk 10 I Unary, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities

• c aural air & heat
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis
Heat or Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms lor mature stuclenis
Quiet and cozy environment Furnished Available Heal & Cable Included
Slop by anylime lo sec a model Universily Courts apartment!
No appointment necessary
U U k ()\ d\ ER'

(419)352-0164
\\ \\ u.imi\(TMt\ apartments.us

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
S.W Fourth St.
Houses for Rent:
122 'A FnzeeAve.
H9TroupSt.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.

Am
agement
Charleston n Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
\
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FARM DEATH PROMPTS CHICKEN SLAUGHTER
BOMBAST, India (AP) — Health officials and farm
workers in protective gloves and masks slaughtered
thousands of chickens yesterday in western India a
day after ihecountry's first reported outbreak of deadly
bird flu. Officials near the area reported that a poultry
farm owner had died of bird-flu-like symptoms.

WORLD

More mudslide victims discovered Politics, violence
that "all the effons of our government continue and will not stop
while then' is hope to find survivors." But those hopes faded each
hour as no more survivors were
found for a second straight day.
By Hrvoje Hranjski
•HI ASSOCIATED PRESS
A woman who escaped the
(iUlNSAUGON,
Philippines destniction said the first inkling
— Standing in a light drizzle, the of the disaster was a mild shaking
handful of mounters didn't know of the gmund. followed by a loud
an) ut ihe .'HI |>eo|»le laid side liy boom and a mar that sounded like
side in a mass grave yesterday as many airplanes.
"I looked up to the mounworkers l)egaii burying the few
victims recovered since a mam- tain and I saw the ground and
moth mudslide wiped out this boulders rushing down," said
Alicia Miravalles.
fanning village.
She said she ran across her fam\n\one who could have identified the bodies MMS likely under a ily's rice field ahead of the wall of
carpel of muck up to 30 feet deep, mud and boulders "I thought I
and hopes all hut evaporated that was dead. If die landslide did not
stop, I would really lie dead now."
i nure survi\ ors would l)e found.
I ler husband. Maria stud dieir
t)nl> about IWO do/en halnearly 4-acre rice farm
tered, dazed people
"Our farm
was left a mound of
have been rescued
and mud.
from the debris left
is gone. We rocks
"Our farm is gone.
by Fridays disaster,
have no
We have no more
which left"some I.KtX)
home" he said. "We
people missing and
more
home.
can only rely now
presumed dead.
We
can
only
on the government's
Weary
search
help."
teams found more rely now on
Ilorcncio libaton,
than a do/en bodies
the govern- an injured villager,
yesterday, raising the
number of confirmed ment's help." told of lieingcauglil by
the soupy mush while
deaths to 72. With
no one left to claim MARIO MIRAVALLES. trying to flee with his
wife He said he was
die dead and bodFARMER
roiled and tovsed
ies quickly starting
among Ixiulders and
to decompose in ihe
tropical heat, officials ordered bee minks that wen' swept down
the adjacent mountainside
them buried in mass graves.
I s-iicl God is this how >vi ire
\t a cemetery five miles from
(iuinsaugon. a Roman Catholic going to die?'" libaton recalled
priest sprinkled holy water on M) at Anahawan District Hospital,
bodies, some wrapped in bags, where he and other injured
others in cheap wooden coffins, were taken.
Rescuers found him pinned
then said a prayer through a mask
under a tree trunk mid mud. "I
worn to filter out the stench.
Volunteers lowered the bodies yelled out. Help! Help! Then they
to men who placed them side In- pulled me out after digging with
their hands," he said.
side at die bottom of the grave
There was no sign of Libaton's
file only witnesses were local
health officials, the provincial wife, Porfiria. I le feared he also
governor, some of her staff and a lust his children — a son and
ii-u nearb) residents.Someevac- two daughters — when Ihe mud
uees from the landslide watched buried the village's elementary
from the window of a nearby school, along with 250 to 300 children and teachers.
Catholic school
Two shiploads of U.S. Marines
twenty more bodies wen to be
arrived off leyu- island yesterburied there today.
In the capital, President Gloria day to help, diverted from miliMaiapagal Arroyo said yesterday tary exercises elsewhere in the

cause delays in Iraq

Death toll reaches 72,
search continues to
find other survivors

PalRoque AP Photo
AFTERMATH: Workers bury landslide victims in a mass grave yesterday
in St. Bernard town in Leyte island, southeast of Manila.
Philippines, A unit of 32 staned
digging al die school, and a total
of 200 Marines had come ashore
by sunset. Hundreds more were
expected today.
Communist rebels acrive elsewhere on Leyte warned the U.S.
troops not to stray into insurgent zones, but said they would
not attack unless provoked, ihe
New People's Army rebels have
been waging a rebellion since

Ihe late 1960s.
The hunt for survivors focused
on the school after unconfirmed
reports circulated that some of
those inside had sent lexl messages lo loved ones after Ihe mountainside collapsed following two
weeks of heavy rains
Officials had said 57 survivors
wen; pulled from the mud Friday,
but yesterday lowered the number
lo 20 without explanation.

Iran to consider moving enrichment to Russia
By Steve Gutterman
INI »..

"At the moment there's only one diplomatic
door left open, and it's open a crack. So I
think this set of talks on Monday is very
important for the future of the diplomatic
approach."

»'lt HISS

MOSCOW — The spotlight on
Tehran's nuclear program -hilts
today lo Moscow, where Iranian
officials arc to hold talks on a
proposal to mow their uranium
enrichment to Russia in a bid lo
ease tears die Islamic n'public will
develop atomic weapons,
Iran said yesterday it will consider Moscow's proposal if certain
provisions an1 met, giving new
hope for what is seen as tin eleventh-hour chance to awn confrontation ahead of a Crucial meet ing of the U.N. nuclear watchdog
which could sum a process leading to sanctions.

ROSE GOTTENMOELLER, DIRECTOR OF CARNEGIE MOSCOW CENTER
"At the momenl there's only
one diplomatic door left open,
and it's open a crack." said Rose
(iottemocller, director of the
Carnegie Moscow (inter. "So I
think this sel of talks on Monday is
very important for the future of the
diplomatic approach."
For Russia, the talks are an

govern without partners
"Some parties are trying lo
BAGHDAD. Iraq — Iraqi politi- undermine efforts to form a new
cal parties have nm into major government," Shiite politician
obstacles in talks on a new Ammar Toamah said. "These
national unity government, blocs should not necessarily
officials said yesterday, raising paitii-ip.ur in government."
I le also said the Kurdish coaliIhe possibility of a major delay
that would be a setback to U.S. tion, which controls 53 seats,
hopes for a significant reduction was pushing for a role for a secular group led by former Prime
in troop levels this year.
In northeastern Iraq, search Minister Ayad Allawi, a Shiite
parties alerted by a shepherd whose party won 25 seats
Many Shiites oppose Allawi
found die wreckage of a German
private plane that went missing because of his secular views
in bad weather three days eariier and his role in the U.S. anack
with five Germans and one Iraqi on Shiite militias in Najat and
on board. Iraqi and U.S. officials Kariiala in 2004 wlien lie was
prime minister.
said diere was no
Shiites and Kurds
sign of survivors.
"Ifthe
were partners in the
Gunmen
interim
ambushed a conposition of outgoing
government, and
voy of rrucks carthe
Shiite.
talks with Sunni
rying construction
material to die U.S.
alliance is Arabs are likely to
be even more difmilitary north of
final, then ficult because
Baghdad yesterday,
killing four Iraqi
things will Sunnis refuse to
brand all insurgents
drivers. A police
be more
as terrorists. U.S.
general also died in
a roadside bombing complicated officials believe a
strong Sunni role
in northern Iraq.
and the
is essential if the
U.S. officials hope
a new government
formation new government is
to undermine the
thai includes repofthe
insurgency
resentatives of all
forming a new
Iraq's religious and government
governing coalition
ethnic communimight face is cntcial to the U.S.
ties can help calm
strategy for drawviolence by lurdelays."
ing down its forces
ing the Sunni Arab
minority away from MAHMOUD OTHMAN, in Iraq. Under the
the Sunni-domi- KURDISH NEGOTIATOR new constitution,
the new governnaled insurgency
ment is supposed lo
so that U.S. and
other foreign troops can begin be complete by mid-May, but
some U.S. officials believe die,
to head home.
But prospects for a broad- process could lake longer.
A long delay could affect
based coalition taking power
soon appeared in doubt American plans to hand over
after officials from the Shiite more security responsibility to
and Kurdish blocs told The die Iraqi military — a move that
Associated Press thai talks could be risky without a civilian
between the two groups government in place.
had revealed major policy
The wrecked German plane
differences.
had been en route to Iraq from
The political parties have Azerbaijan carryingfiveGemians
decided lo negotiate a program and an Iraqi — employees of a
for die new government before Bavarian construction company
dividing up Cabinet posts — a — when it went missing during
step that itself is also bound to stormy weather Thursday night
prove contentious and time- over the rugged mountains near
consuming.
Ihe border with Iran.
Leaders from Iraq's Shiite
Shahou Mohammed, the
majority oppose a Kurdish pro- regional administrator in
posal to set up a council lo over- Sulaimaniyah, said the wrecksee government operations, the age was found about 25 miles
officials said. Shiiles also reject a northeast of Sulaimaniyah by a
Kurdish proposal for major gov- Kurdish shepherd tending his
ernment decisions to be made flocks on a 4,200-foot ridge.
In Baghdad, U.S. Embassy
by consensus among the major
parties rather than a majority- official Peter Mel high said an
vote in the Cabinet.
American adviser who accom"If the position of the Shiile panied the Iraqi search team
alliance is final, then things reported from the scene that the
will be more complicated aircraft wreckage was scattered
and the formation of the gov- over a fairly large area and "there
ernment might face delays," appear to be no survivors."
Kurdish negotiator Mahmoud
"Everything I've seen suggests
Olhman said.
this is an aviation accident," and
Shiitcs believe the Kurdish was not die result of any "hostile
proposals would dilute the intervention," he said
power that Shiites feel they
The convoy ambush occurred
earned by winning the biggest near Nibaie, about 35 miles
number of scats in Dec. 15 par- north of the capital, police Lt
liamentary elections But while Khalid al-Obaidi said. He said
Shiite parties control 130 of the insurgents killed four drivers
275 seats, that is not enough to and set several vehicles afire.
By Qassim Abdul Zahra

IHI ASSOCIATED PRESS

opportunity lo stave off the threat
of action against a country in
which it lias strong interests and to
win prestige by helping find a solution to a conflict in which it was
long seen as part of the problem.
Bui the price would be high for
Iran, at least in tenns of pride:
(living up enrichment efforts al

February Special

home, even temporarily, goes
against its leaders' adamant insistence on their right to conduct the
process as part of what is a peaceful nuclear energy program.
Enrichment is a key process
that can produce either fuel for
a nuclear reactor or material for
a warhead.
Iran's
Foreign
Minister
Manouchehr Mortaki said yesterday that Tehran would consider
die Russian proposal on uranium
enrichment if certain provisions
were met
"If the Russian plan, with supplementary indicators, leads to a
comprehensive proposal, then we
could say it will have Iran's interest,"
Mortaki said yesterday, according
PROPOSAL, PAGE 12

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE

Campbell Hill Apts
318 Campbell Hill Rd
Spacious 2 Bedroom Town ho uses
v AA
Featuring

m

A/C
Dishwasher
Full Basements
Garbage Disposals
W/D in select units
Microwave
on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419.352.0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Are you interested in running for student
government? "
The Undergraduate Student Government has positions available for the
2006-2007 school year.

UNOERGRADUATf S'UOENT COVCRMNtHI

Information sessions available on the following dates:
Wednesday, February 22, 2006, 7:30 PM, Union 315
■ Thursday, March 2, 2006, 7:30 PM, Union 318
• Monday, March 13,2006, 5:30 PM, Union 318
Be sure to attend one ofthe Informational
Sessions Listed Above
Elections will take place on
April 10,2006 and April 11, 2006
Questions Contact: AliceC@Bgsu.edu.

I
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File sharing has ethical ramifications Dinner theater gives
D0WN10ADING. FROM PAGE 1

roughly 40 new albums a week,
doesn't use a file sharing program
to obtain his music — he mostly
shares with friends via mines
or AOI. Instant Messenger. This
way, he isn't opening his entire
hard drive up to thousands of
other program users.
Ben Swails, a member of
Download legal, said it's not usually the practice of downloading
that gets students into trouble,
but allowing those files to be
shared afterward.
"If you are going to do it, don't
share files — download it, save it
to your hard drive, but don't share
it," said Swails. "Otherwise, you're
providing a way for random people to get into your folders. Hie
problem is that soon everyone
is sharing so much stuff and this
is where you put your computer
and your privacy at risk."
Burgess said allowing others

try," she said. "liven when people
download the most popular artists, if they do that and don't pay
for it, then big labels don't have
as much money to put into taking risks."
those "risks" include spending
profits earned by top-selling artists on promoting new talent. If
a record company's overall sales
decline, then it can't spend as
much money establishing a new
artist's career, Burgess said
But some students aren't convinced.
Alex Merced, promotions
director al WBGU-FM and president of the Musicians Guild, said
he won't stop file sharing until
record companies come up with
a better compromise with consumers.
"What has happened with file
sharing is a leveling of the playing
fields [between record labels and
consumers]," Merced said. "The
music industry isn't changing
with the limes. You either adapt
or you die off."
Merced, who downloads

to peruse the contents of your
C-drive becomes dangerous If
students keep documents containing financial or other private
information on their computers.
But one student, who preferred
to remain anonymous, said his

favorite file sharing program,
Limewire. forces him to share his
files in order to gain access to
other users' files.
The student, who downloads
"pretty much anything, from
music to movies to games," said
he although he worries a little
about his privacy, he rarely worries about legal ramifications of
illegal downloading.
"You have the same chances
of getting caught as you do of
getting hit five times in a row by a
lightning bolt," he said.
Merced couldn't foresee any
reason he would slop file sharing.
"I'm pretty set in my ways," he
said. "I do understand the ethical
ramifications, hut it's really up to
these record companies to innovate something that consumers
and the music industry can agree
on."
Swails said he had a hard
lime understanding why some
students refuse to use the legal
technologies already available
to them.
"I don't see why it's so hard
to download music legally,''

he said. "If you're going to do
something, do it right and feel
good about it. Why not support
Napster and dimes, which provide such great services."
Mm Burgess said the point
Download Legal stresses is that
Students should take interest in
the issue of morality associated
with illegal file sharing.
"I would argue that it's just
wrong," she said. "But for some
reason, people don't equate
ph) sit ally going into a store and
taking a CD without paying for
it with downloading it illegally
online."
Swails said this is why he
hopes students will visit downloadlegal.org to learn more
about how illegal downloading
hurts the music industry. The
members of Download Legal
also hope to take their message
to college campuses, concerts
and music festivals as soon as
this summer.
"We just want students
to check us out," she said, "I
encourage them to do so even if
they don't think they agree with
us right now."

students passion

NINETIES, FROM PAGE l

And he's right, according
lo Grayson, a dancer in Ihe

were from 7 p.m. to I a.m.
every night, Grayson said. And
for the five months beforehand, Grayson estimated that
she worked about five or more

group "Fry Girls."
"The best pan is the final

moment — when you're actually doing it* she said.

hours a week.
"Over 100 people gave their
time and energy to make this
happen," Kiheau told the audience.
From performers to administrators, teenies to servers,
the production was a conglomeration of people, abillt]
and creativity.
Graduate student and fouryear performer In dinner (heater Bobby lohnson saw the
production as a great way to
meet many different people
and work outside of classes.
"|ihe dinner theater! gives
students a chance to do more
than school. Something that

Do horrendously long
hyphenations antagonize you
too?
Come edit
thenews@
bgnews.com

when they workhard. they feel
good at the end of it," lohnson
said.

I Preferred
Properties Co.

Houses That Feel Like Homes
preferredproportiesco.

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.

Mini Mall Apts.

• Updated Birchwood
- smell pets allowed
• See our wfbvre or col for many more l»yingi

Triplex
• small pets allowed
Houses

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATES!

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

sMlMMrshSH CHERRYWOOD

CDCE HEALTH SPA

L • indoor Healed Pool

MEMBERSHIP • M.W tquiomini
privilege to •So»>o
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8 12 3, I 4 30
530 S Mope Si 419-3S3-937S

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

Summit Street

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficients start at
S345/mo ♦ electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo t electric

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S3I5/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo ♦ electric

$200

OFF

Bring This Coupon In and Receive
$2
Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!
Some Restrictions Apply.

free internet •free cable •private bathrooms *guest bathroom
•washer/dryer 'huge kitchen •deck •fitness room

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTAL5.COM

intjitop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00-2:00
www.winthropterrace.com
(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

f Winthrop
(Has What?!?

• Gas Included (heat, hotwater, cooking)
• High Speed Internet Included
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus
• 2 swimming pools.
• 3 Laundromats
• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

2 57 Napolean Rd. www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 419-353-33
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Iran talks to Russia
PROPOSAL FROM PAGE 10
lo the state news agency IRNA.
"The partners in the plan, the
duration of the project, location
of enrichment and consensus of
all related parties would be significant to Iran," he said, before
heading to Brussels. Belgium,
when he was to meet with
European officials.
An Iranian delegation headed
by AH Hosseinitash, deputy secretary of the Supreme National
Security Council, was headed
to Moscow for the talks there
as diplomacy heated up ahead
of a March 6 meeting of die
IAKA, which could start a process leading to U.N. Security
Council sanctions.
Iiii.-iri.iiiiiii.il concerns over
Iran escalated when Tehran officially ended a voluntary freeze
on enrichment and related
activities last month and warned
it would abandon an agreement
allowing snap IAEA inspections
after the U.N. nuclear watchdog
agency decided this month to
report it to the Security Council,
which could impose sanctions.
There has been increasing
dismay in Russia — which is
building a nuclear power reactor
in Iran and is a staunch supixirter of Tehran's right to peace-

Help Wanted

ful atomic energy — about the
actions and words of Iranian
officials and their hedging, hotand-cold response to the enrichment proposal.
After first indicating they had
rejected the offer. Iranian officials said repeatedly that they
were interested but that the proposal needed work and fell short
of their needs. That left strong
doubts that they would accept
the basic premise of the offer
enrichment in Russia, not Iran.
Analysts have said Iran would
like its scientists to have access
to the facility in Russia where
uranium would be enriched and
hope to retain the right to conduct some part of the enrichment process at home.
The first option appears out
of the question, because a presence in a sensitive part of the
plant would defeat the purpose of the proposal. Vladimir
Kuchinov. head of the Russian
nuclear agency's international relations department,
said the facility would have no
foreign access.
Anton Khlopkov, deputy director of the I'lH Center think tank,
said Russia could let Iran conduct uranium conversion — a
precursor to enrichment — but
the line would be drawn there.

Services Offered
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PEDICURE COMBO FOR ONLY
$40 (A $15 savings) with Brittany at
Hair Unlimited. 993 S. Main St.. Ste.
B. BG. Call 419-354-1645 or 419494-1660 to schedule your appointment today!
Having financial difficulties7
Good, bad or no credit Fast
approvals, bankruptcy accepted
All types of loans. No fees.
Call today 1-866-361-5036. 24 hrs.
Looking for a summer babysitter7
Senior in education - lots of experi-

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!

ence. Infants to school age. flex,
schedule, reliable transportation,
With love for children. 419-704-6740

Help Wanted

On selected floor plans
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

Gel Paid To Drive A Brand New Car
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive!
www.freedriverkey.com

• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
VA-tSlI • SQUAW
AMRTMNTS

3

N

1
1

t
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CITY OF BOWING GREEN
PARKS & RECREATION DEPT
IS HIRING SEASONAL MAINTENANCE STAFF. STARTING WAGE
$8.00 PER HOUR. COMPLETE
AN APPLICATION IN THE
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT.
304 N. CHURCH

419-353-7715 H=>

MON. - FRI. FROM 8AM-4:30 PM
APPLICATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY MARCH 3RD.
EEO/AA

Bittersweet Farms, a nationally recognized treatment facility for adults
with Autism currently has several
' " V 11
'
1 - *
openings for part time DIRECT
'"
CARE SERVICE PROVIDERS for
"
second shift (3:00-11:001. Students
iis
who have worked at Bittersweet
Farms have gone on to become
H™
LH '
Counselors. Teachers. School Administrators, Art Therapists. Profes^M22 /«
ijH
sors. Social Workers and Nurses
|« to )i
- --.
LH"
We are interested in a variety ot
candidates and backgrounds If you
J
iT^H
aaH
''
are a committed, caring person interested in getting some real world
1
experience and training Bittersweet
■■
Farms is the place for you. Smoke
LH"
free environment, drug screen,
|4J
'
clean driving record, valid license,
LH" ''
and proof of insurance. No matter
~LH*
LH"
what you do with your life, the expe.'. .,
54
rience you gain working with per•
fcJB"
sons wilh autism will stay with you
IM
u
forever. Our starting wage is S7.85
per hour with an additional 40 cenls
per hour shift differential and increases at 90 days and 180 days If
r„
r think you have what it takes to
a part of our community of caring
please call Teresa Ellis al (877) 879ACROSS
0254 ext 1234. (419) 262-5328 or
email your interests and resume to
csaunders@bittersweettarms.org In42 Plan ot attack
1 "Silent All These Years'" singer
clude "direct care resume' on the
Tori
44 Stick
subject line. EOE.
46 Misplace
5 Sumptuous repast
■

.■

1
l

MM

■■

'■

■

■

Classroom Aide
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvanlaged is seeking a qualilied individual to be responsible for assisting the teacher
in the operation of a.m. and/or p.m.
session in compliance with national
standards for our Bowling Green
Center. Required HS diploma or
GEO with prior experience working
with children.infants and toddlers.
Year Round. Part Time. avg. 25
hrs/wk... $7.50 hr. Send resume by
February 28 to: WSOS CAC, Attn:
HR-CA/BG'CT. PO Box 590. Fremont. OH 43420. Affirmative Action
Employer-fvVF/Vet/Disab

1

■■

10
14
15
16
17

Fellow
Unit of force
Female vampire
Turner of films
Robert Frost poem

20 Chests

47
48
51
55
58
59

21 High points

60 Lena of "Chocolat"

V H

1

22 Lump ot dirt

61 Chooses
62 Beneath

N

1

23 Ex-mayor of NYC
25 Leakage stopper
28 Section titles

Looking lor leasing agent with
energetic, outgoing personality.
2057 Napoleon Rd.
bowlinggreen@cbeech.com
PART TIME WORK
$13,50 base/appt., flex, sched.. all
majors welcome. All ages 18*. sales
sve. Conditions apply. Call M-F
419-861-6134
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun
loving counselors to teach all activities Great summer1 Call 888-8448080. apply: campcedar.com

For Sale
Frigidaire self-clean, cooking range,

32 "Rule
Britannia"
Thomas
33 WWII hero Murphy
34 Gun lobby letters
35 Robert Frost poem
39 kwon do

Rentals
522 E. Merry
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2 CONVCNICNT BG LOCATIONS

For Rent
1 bdrm., AC. D/W avail, now & smr/
fall 06 9 & 12 mo. leases. $395 mo
& 1 mo. deposit. No pets. 854 8th.
St. 419-392-3354.
12 mo. avail.in May. W/D. C/A. 1 1/2
baths, 4 bdrm.. 2 car garage.$1350
mo plus dep 419-836-7674 or 419360-6060.
3 bdr home, looking to rent 1 bdrm.
Walk to campus W/D, d/wash cable
TV. internet, off street parking Avail.
Now. $360 S util. 440-724-4637.
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starling at $355.
419-3520590.
4 bdrm. house available May 06
W/D. 2 full baths. $1400 mo
419-787-7577.
424 E. Wooster. Lg. 3 bdrm. apt.
Available Fall. 2006, $900 mo.
Utilities included. 419-352-5882
Avail. Aug

For Rent

For Rent

15, 2006. 1 bdrm apt-

443 N Enterprise. 2bdrm. apt- 112
Ridge St 686 4651. 419-308-2458
Available August 15. 2006
The following 3 bedroom houses

BGApts-818'822 2ndSt.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
www.0qapar1menls.com
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
&25" TV Call 419-352-1520.
Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335

718 Third St.
226 E. Merry
220 Dill St.
218 Dill St.
202 E. Merry
227 E Reed
606 Fifth St.
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458
for information

I S 3 Bedroom Aportmenh

HOUSE: 4 bedrm , $900 • utilities
Available 6/1/06 802 Napoleon Rd
419-352-5026.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OlticeOpen10-2M-F
www ngamnmBniFi mm
PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 ■ $699
419-874-7274 OR 1 888-544-4647

Clough St. 5 bdrm house. 2 bath,
close to downtown and campus.
$1500'mo. ♦ utilities. 419-340-2500.

Seeking i additional female roommate. 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent
is $350 month * utilities. Call Kristi
lor details at 419-494-6911

Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrm/bathrm. free cable'DSL internet. $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec.S water. Immed occup. (440) 328-9074.

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House
$275 mo . utilities. 330-701-8575

GradJSenior Housing
Highland Management
130 E.Washington Street
419-354-6036

Sublsr. needed. 1bdrm.. 1 bath. 228
1/2 S. College, apt. J. $395/mo.
Tenant pays elec gas $20 mo. Pets
welcome 1/2 blk Irom BGSU. Call
Trkaa 419 494-4300

12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
Quiet Tenants Desired

The "Blue House"616 P St.
2 Bedroom Apts,
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

n
c

u
u
n 0

989 S. Main St. (Ne.r lo Pagliai s)
1058 N. Main St. (In from of Goodwill

5-6 bdrm 321 E. Merry #C

call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Apts & rms. avail now, low as $199
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QVe cafu about ike uctten (pu dpnjtl

"Houses Avail.06-07 Next to 8GSU

Gas, Water, t Sewer paid.

1
1 li s

OEUDEI

«

s

127 Georgia Ave.

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
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For Rent

Parking ond laundry Focilitiei

I

NHU
O|B

-

and all close to BGSU.

3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E.CourtUp*326 Leroy Dn
flBla.1 S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
♦ More see Cartyrentals.com or

■

■' 0

|

40 Highland groups
41 Assessor's map

Pub beers
Orbit's most distan
point from the sun
Accurately orients
General
Georga]
Armstong _
Fragrance
Employ again
Town near Caen
Mince
Housing grp.
Crude cross
Citrus fruit
Dilute
Sicilian volcano
Winter bug
Avoirdupois unit

ANSWERS

1

composer

are in excellent condition

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 3' St.

Crass
Temporary money
Firm
Robert Frost poem
Meat cut
Not tied down

63 Actress Foch

DiBenedelto's is accepting applications tor prep & delivery personnel.
1432 E Woosler.
HIRING IMMEDIATELY!!
••$10/HR*COMMISSION—
"Fun Work and Good Money"
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Pad Time Positions
Must be available all evenings
Work Nighls Alter Class
"M-Fri 4:00-9 PM and Sat Morning
Phone Sales Positions No Exp
Necssary-Paid Training
Call Kris TODAY@261-6034
TruGreen ChemLawn
EOE M/F/D/V

fc'Xpr6SS

Mine entrance
Legendary story
Not taken in by
Looker
Bending muscle
Facilitated
Latin 101 verb
Part of RSVP
Russian chess master
Bell-like bonnet
Cause damage to
Feed the kitty
Football
or
craps 37
option
38
Crinkly veggie
Fragrant sack
43
Acclaim
44
Final bio?
Units of power
45
Enlightened Buddhist 47
Look down one's nose 48
Bright
49
Leg joint
50
Bleak
51
A votre _|
52
Saying
53
Squid kin
54
56
57

■

'■'

$200. GE gas dryer, $200, Kenmore
washer, $150 neg. 330-321-5450.

Greenbriar

Waiermill

brought to you by

BOWLING GREEN OH 43402

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

The Daily Crossword Fix

Grad./Senlor Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Summer rmtes. needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms., 2 baths. Close to campus.
$400 mo. Incl. util. 419-262-1368.

419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Three Bedroom Houses lor Rent
12 mo. lease - starting May 06
453 S Prospect A - $720 * util.
605 5th St. A - $720 + util.
609 5th St. - $915 + util
419-352-8917

Great house.* location. 3/5 bdrm.
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage,
patio, AC, W/D, 353-7374,

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

133.5 N. Church St.
? Bedroom House
Downtown, Newly Remodeled

Starting at $55QJ mo

HOUSES! HOU!SES! HOUSES!]

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT lUCIE 419 354-9740

Starting as low as $ 1,200 mo. + utilities

tpraMMI

■Ridge Manor Apartments,
2 Bedroom Townhouses
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

: 3TANS :
: wo :
<K>6 INTKR.VTATK 11RIVF.
I-.>H 159 Corner of I-7S «nd Rl 224

All. STADIUM SKATINC

Party room available for birthday
partlra or small groupa
Call f»r Informal*.™

Starting at!
IgBMMM

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

Kmo

\ Frazee Ave. Apartments
2 Bedroom Apts.
f BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

• FREF-DOMUND(P)
1404 30 7:109:45
KA-NY MCPMEElrOl 1 00 3 155 307451000
BROKFBACK MGUHTaMlRl I 00 1 00 / 00 9 55
FUN WITH DICK JJAME (PC-Ill 4:10950
CHRONICIES OF NARKIA THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WAR0ROIE|PO| 1:15700
EIGHT lELOWfrl)
1:30415700940
DATE M0VIE(P8-1I| 1 15 3 20 5:25 7 30 9-35
CURIOUS GEORGEiG)I 00 3055:10 7 159:20
. THE PINK ftumffiftimi1 45 4 30 7 00 9:30
FIREWALL (PB-U)
130415 7:009:40
FINAL DESTINATION3(HI
1003:10520

* gts aid afrctic

I *4» Fart «—I- *4 . MJ*'!?

352-9055

2 lull baths*
Gas log fireplaces •

THE
TANNING
CENTER
SmvKSaaW

32 Rooms fluailable!!

7:00930

no hidden tees no credit card required

THE HINGERlfaa-Illl 10 310 510 7 109:20
YOURS. MINE AND OURS [rG|
1 00 3 CO
500700910
WALK THE LINE IPS-U11 20 4 00 7 00 940
HARRY POnER AND THE GOSlEr Of
FIRE (PO-13,
100415730
CHICKEN UTTLEiai1 103 105 10 7 10910
RUMOR HAS IT... Ira-ISI
120320520
720930

**#

Plenty ol parking •

7:30950

MOIDAYTHVaSBAY All MATS. AU. SHOWS IL50
rUlDAV-aVHPAT AU. SEATS, AU. WOWS ll-S"

SJ

$^J

WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPO-Ill
100
3:105:20 7 30 940
BIG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2IP8-11I 1454 30

'Ai,,//,,,/ O

^**59(L

KROGER PLAZA
1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
•Full size washer and diyer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419- 352-3588

r- 5 bads. 1 booth
I ■ closest to campus

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
419-353-8826

r

5 bads. 2 booths
appl available

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559

r 17 beds. 2 booths
L
no appl needed

(in most houses)

; 2 FREE VISITS

Occupancy limited to 3 •

with any 10 visit
package purchase

On BGSU Shuttle Route*

■n i :i H

itj

1

unrelated people
Only 2 blocks from campus! •

iM0i.fr"
in the standard
beds only $9£tt >
in MM

'

Bring in the ad and recieve $100 off your
rent for leases starting in May 2006

V

-ON

lotions always

25% OFF

419 352 0717
www. greenbriarrentals. com
tosc

GREENBRIAR, INC.

